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Jag fanfiction under the covers

From Fanlore under the covers is JAG erotica archive. It has an associated mailing list for password notifications/update that was founded in 2000. [1] As of July 2011, the mailing list had more than 7,000 members. Description from The Passions of Paula: Yang Smut Archives - Age protected, but worth
the effort. [2] References JAG links Last updated: March 18, 2004 Fanfic sites General Fanfic Archives Come What Can Summary: Mac and Harm go undercover and should use their heartache to solve the case. Ranked: PG-13 Ranked: NC-17 available in Behind closed Doors (Gold Wings with
L.Colonel) JAG under tear gift covers Summary: Mac has to deal with life without harm while harm has to deal with life. Can we handle this? Ranked: PG-13 Ranked: NC-17 and is available on Behind Closed Doors (Gold Wings with lt Colonel) Long weekend summary: Webb, Harm and Mac spend a
weekend together. Rated: NC-17 (m/m and m/f sex) and is available in Behind Closed Doors (Paul Bender) Night to Remember Summary: Plot? What a plot! Ranked: NC-17 and is available in Behind Closed Doors (Golden Wings lt colonel) JAG under the roof J*spot nominee: Category: Take your
significant other position: Runner up! A night to remember - the rising Sun torn Summary: Mack meets a man worthy of his love; but what to do on Harm? Ranked: PG-13 Ranked: NC-17 available in Behind closed Doors (Gold Wings with LT Colonel) JAG under quotation marks until we meet again
summary: Harm and Mac meeting and eventually fell in love (the way san 000 folk) Rated: PG-13 Ranked: NC-17 available in Behind Closed Doors (Gold Wings with Lt Colonel) JAG under cover return to top commercial holiday summary: Mac's POV use ads. Rated: G Doppelganger Summary: Finally,
even the dead can take no more than that and take steps to remedy the situation. Rated: PG Life is like this/A 155-word fic. Summary: Harm diminishes a sad figure without Mac Rated: G Disponible en espa ol status of limited summary: Where the reputation of those is connected, there is no such thing.
Hurt and Mack should investigate an indictment against Admiral Morris. Part two of the rainbow story, which includes: The Hammer /Time, JAG/ Statute of Limitations, First Monday /... and Justice for All and Star Trek/Cold Case Rated: PG D j vu Summary: In the Twilight Zone Harm gets the opportunity to
change its relationship with Mac. How many times will it need to do it right? Ranked: PG Return to top beaten to the punch summary: Brawl in JAG brings inspidence and Mac together. Rated: PG-13 twice in a short time: So Harm and Mac got together at last. And what went wrong? Rated: PG-13
Irreconcilable Differences Résumé: Injury and Mac play a deadly game of cat and mouse where each one is is a fair game. Ranked: PG-13 Race Summary: Bobby gets jag staff to participate in charity 10K. This is how the race should end. Rated: PG-13 PG-13 Summary: It's Valentine's Day and Mac has
no idea who loves her. With rating: PG-13 Return to the beginning Summary: date of the blind and its consequences. Ranked: G I would like to thank everyone who allowed me to post their stories on my website. Ratings for these stories are clearly marked next to the title. They are also noted in history.
Please be warned that some of these stories refer to adult content of any kind. Here is an example of how evaluations are used. D - low violence, humor, hopelessness, no profanity. PG - moderate violence,slightly profanity, mild romance. PG-13 - violence, profanity, romance. R - violence, profanity, silent
rape, sexual situations. NC-17 - rape, gratuitous violence and profanity, sexual situations for adults. They're all beautiful, and I love them. I hope that everyone will take a few minutes when they read to give up the authors an encouraging line. Thier e-mail address are published with stories there. Have fun
and have fun. If anyone has any question or I would like there history, please feel free to me-mail. Other FanFics Melissa Thanks for all the time you spend reading and correcting all the Fanfic stories I've done. Thank you for everything you've spent reviewing my older stories and improving them. You
made my stories a million times better, and you helped me find joy in writing again. All the encouragement you gave me really meant everything to me. Content weakness Write by: Andrea Rating: NC-17 Mac is back drinking after a battle with Brumby for her wedding. Harv's looking for her. But what
happens when he finds her? Crossroads write from: Andrea rating: R after an accident with the F-14 Tomcat - the ocean and both Mac &amp; harm are forced to do little soul searching. No doubt write from: Andrea Rating: R takes place right during lifeline. A little different. What if someone has caught
them, but if it's unlikely at this point Write by: Andrea Rating: R Mac should ask Harm for help with your health. She has problems with women and has no one to turn to. (COMING SOON) There you~Updated 2/25/04!!!!!! Writing by: Andrea Rating: NC 17 Christmas story related to Harm, Mac and family.
Something Mac never had and didn't know how to handle. I like to know ~ Updated 2/25/04!!!!!! Writing by: Andrea Rating: NC 17 What happens when Harm doesn't get to her soon enough at the end of Season 8 Damaged Goods write from: ECRZY Rating: NC-17 A jag employee is assaulted, raped and
left for dead. As she fights for her life, her colleagues are left fighting for the power to be there for her as they face their own guilt. Bitter write: Ecrzy Rating: G Harm and Mac are in a car crash on the back road. When everyone finds out, are gone, they will be able to find them. 1. 1. Things are writing from:
Sarah rating: G From Mac on POV she starts to think about Harm and all his ways. Through The Long Night Writing by: Sarah's G rating takes place when harm finds a Mac during the kidnapping/stalker deal. The longest last write from: Sarah rating: G When Harm returns to flying he leaves JAG, Mac or
both? Either way, Mac's not ready to let him go without finding out. Knee'd write by: H. Lee Rating: NC-17 Pretend harm &amp;m are together. There's something about Mac's body. The week you write from: H. Lee Rating: PG week in the life of our favorite superheroes. Sunday Writen By: H. Lee Rating:
NC-17 Until about Season 6, episode wise, and readers should check out the stories of the week before reading this one. Shameless Adventure wrote: H. Lee Rating: PG What will happen to a late sick trip and two of our favorite employees. Can they handle it? or will it explode in their faces? Side
address write from: H. Lee rating: G Just a short little fluffy piece addressed the Deal in a bit of lateral fashion. Marine Woman of the Year written by: Tammy Willbanks rated G Mac with the exception of an award and Harm gives her a surprise that she will never forget :)!!!!! Why pride? Write from: Tammy
Wilbanks Rating G Harm and Mac collide with each other, taking their dinner for food. Why the truth? Write from: Tammy Wilbanks Rating G Companion piece to my story Why? Pride. Please visit Tammy's website in: The World of Alexat Just What Doctor Order wrote from: Kay Benton Rating: NC-17 A
Harm POV. The home was damaged after trying to find AJ in the frozen bum, and Mac's going to play nanny. Sit after Heart and Soul and before the Empty Quiver. I have to say there's tenderness between them, but for the most part it's just a walk on the wild side with cynicism (a little different to me.
We're wasting time on writingn from: Kay Benton Rating: NC-17 Late in Season 8, improper communication causes a reaction that divides our couple and can lead to the end of their relationship for good. Also, please visit kay's website ~ Once at the Rose Garden ~ Email: Andrea ~ JAG PAGE ~ * Main



page ~ Disclaimer: JAG and its characters are owned by Paramount Pictures, Viacom, CBS, Belisarius Productions and Donald P. This site is not intended to violate copyrights that have and are not intended for profit in any way, shape or form. : April 7, 04~~Web page Created: Summer of 2003 JAG;
Captain Harmon Rabb; Lieutenant Colonel Sarah McKenzie; CBS USA network TV.com IMDB JAG page Epguide on Yahoo jag page; Captain Harmon Rabb; Lieutenant Colonel Sarah McKenzie; Katherine Bell online JMJ online John M. Jackson Admiration Society kiosk lovers Anonymous
PeteMurnik.com Jade Carter from JAG on Web Randy Vasquez Online Gunny site Susan Susan Donald Bellisario JAG; Admiral Cegwiden, Admiral Tanden Lieutenant Bud Roberts Cat &amp;quot;Kerr&quot; &amp;quot;Ker&amp;quot; Archive of Fanfiction between the Lines Archive Nancy Torre
Fnfiction List JAG Virtual Seasons Degree of Denial - Fanfiction by Jay Reed Lifelines Archive Nancy Torre Fnfiction List JAG Virtual Degree of Refusal - Fanfiction by Jay Reed Lifelines Archive Nancy Torre Fnfiction List JAG Virtual Year of Deni - Fanfiction by Jay Reed Lifelines Gabriel JAG Fanfic A
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